
 

 

J-Care  

Position Title: Teacher Floater 

Classification: Full-time Exempt Employment 

 

Summary of Position: 

The Pozez Jewish Community Center seeks a dynamic, flexible teacher to join our educational 
team for our year-round, full-day early childhood center for infants through Pre-K at the 
Pozez Jewish Community Center of Northern Virginia Early Childhood Learning Center. The 
ECLC is inspired by the Reggio Emilia philosophy and our staff co-teach in a professional, 
collaborative, Jewish environment. 
 
Qualifications: 

•  All applicants must have experience working with young children 

• Must be organized and have excellent writing skills  

• Must have a good understanding of digital and media languages 

• Must have experience working with young children in an early childhood setting 

Essential Position Duties: 

• Substitute in a classroom when needed 

• Assist with the cleaning of communal spaces used by classrooms 

• Assist with carpool drop-off and pick-up procedures 

 

Hours:  

Monday through Friday, 8:00am-4:30pm (subject to change) 

 

Compensation and Benefits: 

Salary commensurate with experience. 

 

Point of Contact: 

Please send cover letter, 3 references and resume to Amy.Vermillion@theJ.org. Qualified 

applicants will be contacted for interviews. 

 

The Pozez JCC is an equal opportunity employer and is committed to having a workforce that 

reflects diversity at all levels of the organization. We recognize the importance of not viewing 

individuals based on a single identity, and we thrive on being equitable in our recruitment process 

as well as in our efforts to be inclusive of all employees. We encourage all applicants regardless 

of gender, race, religion, age, sexual orientation, disability or other social identity.  

 

About:  

The Pozez JCC of Northern Virginia (Pozez JCC, the J) is a warm and welcoming, nonprofit, 

social service organization dedicated to offering quality programs, activities, and services that 

emphasize Jewish culture, identity, and values to people of all ages and backgrounds. 

Programming includes cultural, educational, wellness and Israel celebrations which take place 

on the main campus located in the heart of Fairfax County, as well as span five Northern 

Virginia counties.   
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